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ECONOMICS

( Generic Elective )

Paper: GE>-3

Full Marks: 80

Pass Marks: 32

Time: 3 hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

Paper : GEJ-3 A

(Indian Economy)

1. snspi^ : 1x8=8

Answer the following questions :

(a)

What is liberalization?

(b) "STTO ?

What is HDI?

(a)

What is poverty line?
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( 2 )

(d) ^

What do you mean by infant mortality
rate?

(e) ^ ?
What do you understand by income
inequality?

(f) CW ?

In which sector, maximum number of
labour force of India is involved?

1^?

According to 2011 Census, what is the
density of population in India?

(h) MGNREGA ̂ ^ '
Write the full form of MGNREGA.

2. ft C^PIM T)1Ri>R ^
150 : 4x4=16

Write short notes on any four of the following
(within 150 words each) :

(a)

National population policy

(b)

Absolute and relative poverty
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( 3 )

(c) tRjirvoi

Growth and poverty

(d)

Disguished unemployment

(e) C^Sl^ v»Rvs^ ^5R
Compare the rank of India and Taiwan
in trade

^5^ (2ff^?5T 500*I^1%\5^) :
Answer the following questions (within 500 words
each) :

3. (a) <Pi«iv3

14

Discuss the condition of Indian economy
on the eve of Independence.

"sm/ Or

(b) CTOflWl 1% ̂  ? "^Mvavs

2+12=14

What do you mean by globalization?
Discuss about the positive and negative
effects of globalization in India.

4. (a)

I  14

What are the demographic features of
Indian population? Discuss.
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( 4 )

/ Or

(b) ^ TT^
1

Discuss the trend and composition of
population growth in India.

5. (a) ^alWs iRifvoi 5RCJ

Explain the various measures taken by
the government to alleviate poverty
in India.

Or

(b) ^ I

Discuss the causes of income inequality
in India.

6. (a)

^, 14

Give a comparative analysis about the
economies of Singapore, South Korea,
Taiwan and India.

Or

^ ̂RRR^RITRIT R»RI I
Explain the measures taken by
Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan for
economic development of their respective
economies.
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( 5 )

Paper: GE-3 B

[ Economics (Macro) ]

1. Wo ^ ferr : lx8=8

Answer the following as directed :

(a)

The functions of money do not include

(i) RRw
a medium of exchange

(ii) «^l«l

a store of value

(iii) ^

a standard of deferred payment

(iv)

stability of value

( Choose the correct answer)

(b) ̂

High-powered money is

(i) C^fRT ̂ SfpTR^

commercial bank's reserve at

Central Bank

(ii) WWW

money held by banks
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( 6 )

(Ui) ^
C^IW ̂ 5(RR^

currency held by public and reserve
with the Central Bank

(iv) ^
None of the above

( Choose the correct answer)

(c) '
Mention the two components of financial
market.

(d) ^5»R ^SRICT^Shi 2lf^^ W ?
Which of the following is not a
non-banking financial institution?

(i)

Industrial Development Bank of
India

(ii)

Unit Trust of India

(iii) ^
Land Development Bank

(iv)

Punjab National Bank

( Choose the correct answer)
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( 7 )

(e) I

Name the oldest stock market in India.

(f) ^ I

State the meaning of 'narrow money*.

(9) ̂  V5|-^ff|jvsi I

Interest is the reward for pasting with
liquidity.

(Write True or False)

(h) wnfl^

The commercial bank's Balance Sheet is
divided into

(i) ^
two parts

(ii)

four parts

(iii) ^91

three parts

(iv)

five parts

(Choose the correct answer)
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( 8 )

2. -5^ (SWI 1®RI (ft CTICTI ̂ iftBt) : 4x4=16
Write short notes on (any /our) :

(a) ̂

Money multiplier

(b)

Financial sector reform in India

(c)

Stock msirket index

(d)

Distinction between gross interest
net interest

(e)

Portfolio mstnagement

3- (a)

^

^^at are the determinants of the
supply in an economy? Discuss how
^PPly of money influences the gener
Pnce level.

Or

is meant by money? Explain ̂
Unctions of money.

(Cor0^



(9)

4. (a) ̂  ^ I ^ ̂

6+6=12

Discuss on the components of money
market. Compare between money
market and capital market.

WW/ Or

(b) NBFI TO 1%? NBFR ̂ spTf^ ,
NBFI^ "SfT^ I

3+7+2=12
What is meant by NBFI? Explain the
functions of NBFI. Mention two
differences between commercial bank
and NBFI.

5. (a) ̂  TOJT W I ̂  ^

6+5=11

Explain the functions of a stock market.
Mention the significance of- a stock
market.

wm/ Or

(b) 6+g,jj
Write short notes on :

(i) ^5^ ̂®HT
Methodologies for calculating stock
market index

(U) "5^01^
Defects of Indian stock market
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(  10 )

6. (a) ̂  ^ ^ 1^? ̂  "S(#
SPaJPTR vsM^uil ̂ ITT'lIT I 4+7=11

What is meant by term structure of
interest rates? Explain the expectation
theory of term structure of interest rates.

WW/Or

(b) ̂  1^*fR®rS ^5R5[jStfe ^5^
I ^SReuSt^

^(.3si<<«ii<p fen?T ? 7+4=11
Explain the role of liquidity preference
theory in the determination of the rate of
interest. Does the liquidity preference
approach offer a satisfactory explanation
of the interest rate determination?

'RJW RlPlfej<9

2. ^ ^gef Tifl TfPfOljR
7+4=11

Explain with the help of an example the
process of multiple credit creation by the
commercial banking system. What are
e  notations of credit creation

capacities of the commercial banks?

Or

^ I 4+7''1
^^at are the measures of credit control?
Explain how and when the Central Bank

"measure to credit control.

(Cormu^'



(  11 )

Paper : GEJ-3 C

(Environmental Economics )

1. ^ : 1x8=8

Answer the following as directed :

(a)

Define externalities.

(b) £nlt?r^TRj^^ (MEC)^*^
Marginal External Cost (MEG) is
(i) MSG-MFC
(U) MSG + MFC
(in) MSG + MSB
(w) MFB-MFG

( )

( Choose the correct answer)
(c) 1^ I

Give one example of common property
resource.

In which year the sustainable
development concept of economics was
first forwarded in United Nations?
(i) 1980

(n) 1987

(in) 1975

(iv) 1960

( Choose the correct answer)
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(  12 )

{e) "5?^

The Wildlife Protection Act is enacted in

(i) 1971

(U) 1972
(iii) 1983

(iv) 1980
( )

( Choose the correct answer)

(f) a ^ ?

What is the main subject-matter of
Montreal Protocol?

(g)

Give one example of pollution permit.

0i) %nW5T 1^ I

Write one limitation of Coase theorem.

2. ft biRUn ^ ftr«n
(af^ 150 1%^) : 5x4=^20
Write short notes on any four of the following
(within 150 words each) :

(a) ■^^ft^H^
Market failure

(b) ^
Strong and weak sustainability
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(  13 )

(c)

Carbon trading

(d)

Interlinkage between environment and
economy

(e)

Pigouvian tax

(f)

Ozon layer depletion

^  500^1%^):
Answer the following questions (within 500 words
each) :

3. (a) 1%
isn^ Wijf

I  3+10=13

What is environmental economics?

Discuss the issues and problems related

to environmental economics.

^m/ Or

(b) >iiPiDw

2f^«r ̂  I
^3^ >i^i?ivi ̂  wiJR ^ I

3+10=13
Show the problem of environmental
pollution as a result of common porperty
rights. Discuss its solution as explained
by Ronald Coase theorem.
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(  14 )

4. (a) ^ ̂
^ I

Give an account on the environmental
policies undertaken in developing
countries.

Or

(b) wnr^
^IHIHI I i^if^

10+3=13

Discuss the global environmental
problems with suitable example.
Mention three causes of global warming.

5^ fa) i%? <4^
^#spppft 1%? ̂

1  5+8=13

What is contingent valuation method?

What are the various stages of this
method? Explain the advantages and
disadvantages of this method.

Or

(b) Wv£l\S <lRv»\o

1% ? v<i^
^ I 3+10=13

What do you mean by non-market
valuation of environmental valuation?
Explain the types and definitions of
these non-market valuations.
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( 15 )

6. (a) I

3+10=13

Define sustainabiKty. Explain the
various indications of sustainability.

^m/ Or

(b)

^ I I 10+3=13
Discuss the Pearch Atkinson approach
of measuring sustainabilily. Write three
limitations of this approach.

★ ★★
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